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Description
In ContentObjectRenderer::DBgetDelete() it is possible that TCA for a table instructs TYPO3 to not really delete the row but only
mark it as deleted. If that happens an "update" is performed - and thus the tstamp (if present) should be updated as well to be able to
see which rows were (recently) modified/deleted.
This is the case since "forever" (at least 4.5, but surely longer). Thus if we decide to change this behavious, we should maybe also
do so for master or maybe in 6.1 but not too much further down. It's imho not a "hard" behaviour-breaking change since until now you
could not rely on tstamp being updated - and now the row will be visible as recently changed. But it's a behaviour-change after all.
Associated revisions
Revision 1eaeab88 - 2013-07-13 20:34 - Stefan Neufeind
[BUGFIX] Make DBgetDelete() update tstamp on delete by update
If told to do so by TCA ContentObjectRenderer::DBgetDelete()
will not immediately delete a row but mark it as deleted.
This change updates the tstamp (if that column is configured)
for that "updated" row as well, like on a regular update.
Fixes: #47354
Releases: 6.2, 6.1
Change-Id: I61b9ce7d8608b73cfb974e79d2f9f59e6dc3547a
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/20024
Tested-by: Dmitry Dulepov
Reviewed-by: Dmitry Dulepov
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters
Tested-by: Wouter Wolters
Reviewed-by: Markus Klein
Tested-by: Markus Klein
Revision 714bfa2f - 2013-07-14 15:01 - Stefan Neufeind
[BUGFIX] Make DBgetDelete() update tstamp on delete by update
If told to do so by TCA ContentObjectRenderer::DBgetDelete()
will not immediately delete a row but mark it as deleted.
This change updates the tstamp (if that column is configured)
for that "updated" row as well, like on a regular update.
Fixes: #47354
Releases: 6.2, 6.1
Change-Id: I61b9ce7d8608b73cfb974e79d2f9f59e6dc3547a
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22286
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn

History
#1 - 2013-04-18 17:05 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
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It is available at https://review.typo3.org/20024
#2 - 2013-05-28 22:26 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/20024
#3 - 2013-07-13 20:34 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22286
#4 - 2013-07-13 21:30 - Stefan Neufeind
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 1eaeab881d5122d9f3cb4a799c0bdca9cb7e42bd.
#5 - 2018-10-02 12:13 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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